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Abst ract - -Based on Gage's notion of a "positive center" of a planar convex set, an e-positive 
center figure is defined, constructed, and illustrated through example. The existence of an e-positive 
center point, and the convexity of the e-positive center figure, is conjectured. 
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Gage [1] defines a positive center of a convex curve K with length L(K)  and area A(K)  as a 
point for which 
H(K,  u )L (g )  - A (K)  - ~rH(g, u) 2 >_ O, 
for all u E S 1, the unit circle, where H(K,  u) is the support function of K restricted to S 1 and 
defined by 
g(g ,  u) = max{(u, x> Ix  E g} ,  
where (u, x) = ~ uixi denotes the inner product of u and x. Gage shows that all convex curves 
have a positive center and, in particular, the minimum radial separation center is a positive center, 
whereas the area, perimeter, and curvature centroids are not positive centers. The minimum 
radial separation (minimum annulus) center is the unique position within K such that the radial 
separation between (inscribed and circumscribing) concentric ircles is minimum [1, p. 59]. The 
radial separation is an important functional in metrology [2], and plays a key role, for instance, in 
the development of a category approach to duality [3]; its connection with positive center points 
is therefore of interest. 
Using Gage's notion of a positive center, an e-positive center of K is defined (in the obvious 
way) as a point for which 
H(K ,  u )L (g )  - A (K)  - ~rg(g,  u) 2 _ e, 
for all u E S 1. It  is natural to suppose that if a positive center (e = 0) of K is not unique, then 
an e-positive center of K exists for some e ~ 0. This is the basis for the first conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 1. I ra positive center of K is not unique, then an e-positive center of K exists for 
some e ~ O. 
An e-positive center figure CK c is defined as the union of all e-positive centers of K.  The 
e-positive center figure is constructed in the following manner. For convenience, consider a planar 
convex polygon Pm defined in terms of its vertices Ai = (xi, yi), i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
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Figure 1. The e-positive center figure CP~, for e = 0, 1 , . . . ,  19. 
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Figure 2. Graph of the area of the e-positive center figure CP~. 
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Figure 3. The  e-positive center figure CP~a, for ~ = 0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 
200, 225, 375, 500, 625. 
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Figure 4. Graph 
Input: Pm= {A1,.. . ,Am}, Ai 
Output: CP~a. 
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of the area of the ~-positive center figure CP{3. 
= (xi, yi), i = 1 . . . . .  m; Q = (xo,yo) • po; e >_ O. 
Step 1. Compute the perimeter and area of Pro, L(Pm), and A(Pm). 
Step 2. From Q E po,  if g(Pm,  u)L(Pm) - A(Pm) - 7rH(Pm, u) ~ >_ e, for all u E S 1, then Q 
is an e-positive center, and is an element of the e-positive center figure of Pro, CP~n. 
Step 3. Test "all" points within Pm and form CP~n as the union of e-positive centers, i.e., 
CP,~ = U{x  I x is an c-positive center of pro}. 
Recall that the support function of a convex polygon Pm is completely determined by its 
extreme (vertex) points, so that H(Pm, u) = maxl<i<m{ulxi+u2yi}. As Q varies throughout po,  
the support functional wilt change in the following manner [4, p. 27]: I f  the convex body K with 
support function H ( K, u) is translated by the vector e, then the support function of the displaced 
body K '  is H(K ' ,  u) = H(K,  u) + (e, u>. "All" points of Pm are tested by means of a grid with 
variable resolution. This is necessarily an approximation to the continuum of K but is suitable 
for the purposes of construction. An example illustrates the procedure. 
EXAMPLE 1. P6 = {(-7, -8),  (-4, 3), (5, 7), (5.5, 3), (5, 1), (3, -2)}. 
In Figure 1, the e-positive center figure CP~ is depicted for e ranging between [0, 19] in unit 
increments. In Figure 2, the area of CP~, A(CP~), is graphed as a function of e. 
Motivated by this example, another simply-stated conjecture which seems difficult to prove is 
the following. 
CONJECTURE 2. CP~ is a convex figure. 
It is obvious that dA(CP~) is a nonincreasing function of e, and the family of e-positive center de 
figures CP~ will shrink to a point as e increases. To what point does CP~ converge, and what 
is the significance of the e-value for which A(CP~) = 0? Because of the properties of support 
functions, the above results should also hold for a nonconvex set. This is illustrated in the next 
example. 
EXAMPLE 2. In Figure 3, the e-positive center figure CP~3 is depicted for e in the range [0,225] 
in 25-unit increments, Cp3~ 5, CP  5°°, and Cp6~ 5. The area functional A(CP~3 ) is depicted in 
Figure 4. 
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